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Green building is a topic of growing interest for a va-
riety of professionals from architects and builders to 
planners and engineers. Green building seeks to pro-
mote energy effi cient, environmentally responsible, and 
cost-effective buildings that improve the health of their 
occupants through the use of innovative building ma-
terials, architecture, energy sources, and urban design. 
We hope this issue improves your understanding of 
green building within the context of urban planning. 
Introducing the green building theme of this issue of 
CPJ is Chris Wedding, a Ph.D. candidate in Environ-
mental Sciences and Engineering at UNC-Chapel Hill, 
whose article defi nes and evaluates green building. In 
particular, he discusses the Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) certifi cation program. 
Next, renowned planner Randall Arendt discusses the 
shortcomings of the not-so-green building practices and 
the regulations that govern contemporary housing sub-
divisions.  Kelly Lowry, a recent graduate of the UNC 
Department of City and Regional Planning (DCRP), re-
views the Cleveland Eco-Village, focusing upon green 
building in the context of urban infi ll and affordable 
housing. Her case study provides a good example of 
one city’s efforts at implementing green building. Next, 
Isaac Savage of Home Energy Partners discusses ways 
to increase the perceived value of homes through high 
performance building practices and describes how de-
velopers and planners can facilitate green building. We 
also present an interview with Giles Blunden, a Carr-
boro architect and proponent of “co-housing” and build-
ing green. A green building feature by Holley Hender-
son highlights the Interface, Inc. Atlanta showroom as a 
LEED-CI pilot project achieving Platinum status. 
We conclude this issue by honoring the winner of the 
DCRP 2004 Best Master’s Project Award, Robynn Mo-
raites.  An excerpt from her Master’s project describes 
how historic rehabilitation can spur economic develop-
ment in North Carolina. 
As ever, we invite readers to respond to our content and 
design.  We are considering expanding or shifting to a 
web-based format, and we value any comments readers 
may have concerning this idea.  Also, our readers are 
encouraged to submit articles for publication in future 
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Christopher Wedding, LEED-Accredited Professional
Green building is on the rise and many planners are paying attention to the potential environmental, fi nancial 
and economic benefi ts, including reduced energy and water costs, enhanced worker productivity, better health 
conditions, and reduced liability.  This article provides an introduction to green building by defi ning green build-
ing and explaining the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED guidelines, addressing the specifi c benefi ts and 
costs of green building, discussing the various criticisms and weaknesses of LEED, and proposing how LEED 
and green building may be of interest to those involved in transportation planning, community development, 
economic development, and environmental planning.
Chris Wedding is a Ph.D. candidate at UNC-Chapel Hill in the Depart-
ment of  Environmental Science and Engineering and the Department of  
City and Regional Planning.  His graduate work focuses on performance 
metrics for urban green developments—sustainable building practices and 
brownfi eld redevelopment.  With experience at the North Carolina Solar 
Center and the Offi ce of  Sustainability at UNC Chapel Hill, he is an 
accredited professional with the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED 
rating system.  
Senior scientist for the Natural Resources Defense Council Rob Watson claims that “buildings are 
the worst thing that we do to the environment” (Wat-
son 2003).  The EPA reports that the construction and 
building industries account for 1/3 of all environmental 
impacts in the United States (EPA 2001).  According to 
the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), buildings 
in the U.S. account for 65.2 percent of all electricity 
consumption, 30 percent of greenhouse gas emissions, 
12 percent of potable water use, and 136 million tons 
of construction and demolition waste annually (2.8 
pounds/person/day). Globally, buildings account for 
40 percent of raw material use (USGBC 2004a).  By 
combining the residential and commercial sectors and 
including the portion of the industry sector used to op-
erate industrial buildings as well as the “embodied en-
ergy” of industrial buildings, Ed Mazria, architect and 
author of the Passive Solar Energy Book, calculates that 
buildings actually account for 48 percent of total energy 
use and 46 percent of total carbon dioxide production in 
the U.S (Hawthorne 2003).  With such dramatic envi-
ronmental impacts, it seems prudent to consider build-
ing designs in a discussion of environmental planning 
and sustainable development.
Defi ning and Rating Green Buildings
Green building, a relatively new trend in the building 
industry, is defi ned in many ways: high performance 
building, healthy building, biomimetic building, natu-
ral building, and bioclimatic architecture.  High perfor-
mance building design may focus on improved worker 
productivity or more effi cient energy and water use. 
Healthy building may focus on the use of products that 
don’t release harmful compounds, such as volatile or-
ganic compounds (VOCs), into the indoor environment. 
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Natural building, on the other hand, refers to designs 
such as straw-bale construction (see Figure 1), under-
ground homes, or cob building.
•  use salvaged materials; 
•  use solar water heating; 
• install task light and day lighting; 
•  save water with effi cient plumbing designs and fi x-
tures; 
•  install Energy Star appliances; and 
•  integrate planning and design so that all profession-
als involved in the building can maximize green con-
struction (Environmental Building News 2003). 
The Energy Star Program, a partnership between the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and the U.S. Green 
Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design standards (often referred to as the LEED 
guidelines) are two ways in which these defi nitions are 
becoming standardized.  Energy Star essentially certi-
fi es buildings with superior energy performance—typi-
cally a 40 percent savings in energy compared to con-
ventional buildings.  As of January 2004, Energy Star 
ratings accounted for almost 1400 buildings in the U.S., 
totaling nearly 325 million square feet.  This total in-
cludes 791 offi ces, 375 public schools, as well as super-
markets, hospitals, and hotels.  To earn the label, build-
ings must achieve a score of greater than 75 out of 100 
on the EPA’s 100-point national energy rating scale as 
well as conform to industry standards including indoor 
air quality.  Through partnerships with 8000 private and 
public organizations, Energy Star helps save businesses, 
consumers, and organizations $8 billion in energy costs 
per year (EPA 2004).
The LEED guidelines are the most widely accepted 
defi nition of green buildings.  LEED was developed 
by the USGBC, which is a consortium of 4,600 mem-
ber organizations and companies with a stake in green 
building.  These organizations include building prod-
uct manufacturers, building owners and managers, in-
surance and fi nancial fi rms, design fi rms, contractors, 
environmental groups, utilities, universities, and gov-
ernments.  The LEED guidelines, specifi cally LEED-
NC (new construction), were developed for the DOE, 
Environmental Building News, a leading source of in-
formation for architects and builders in this market, par-
tially defi nes green buildings as those that: 
•  renovate old buildings; 
•  re-develop brownfi elds instead of developing new 
green space; 
•  manage storm water with detention ponds and po-
rous pavement; 
•  orient the building to maximize southern exposure to 
utilize passive solar heating; 
•  cluster buildings to minimize paved areas; 
•  use native plantings; 
•  increase effi ciency and insulation in order to mini-
mize or eliminate HVAC systems; 
•  model the energy performance of a building to opti-
mize HVAC systems; 
Figure 1. Example of straw-bale construction used 
in the Berea College Eco-village in Berea, Kentucky. 
Photo courtesy of  Ann Hartell.
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Energy Effi ciency, and Renewable Energy’s Offi ce of 
Building Technology, State, and Community programs. 
The intent was that LEED be applied to commercial, 
institutional, and multi-story (greater than four stories) 
housing complexes to improve the environmental and 
economic performance of buildings using “established 
and/or advanced industry principles, practices, mate-
rials, and standards.”  LEED committees serve as the 
third party certifying party (USGBC 2001).  
This rating system consists of a much broader scope 
than simply energy use and indoor air quality like En-
ergy Star.  The LEED-NC guidelines are focused on a 
whole-building, life-cycle perspective.  These guide-
lines serve as an indicator system for rating how well 
a building creates a healthy indoor environment and re-
duces its impact on the environment among other ben-
efi ts.  LEED-NC is broken down into 6 sections, each 
with corresponding points.  The following sections are 
listed in order of total points per category, i.e., the list 
indicates priority: 
1) Energy and Atmosphere – 17 points, 
2) Indoor Environmental Quality – 15 points, 
3) Sustainable Sites – 14 points, 
4) Materials and Resources – 13 points, 
5) Water Effi ciency – 5 points, and 
6) Innovation and Design Process – 5 points.  The maxi-
mum score is 69, and various levels of certifi cation 
are possible: 26 points earns a building the status of 
Certifi ed, 33 qualifi es for Silver, 39 obtains Gold, 
and 52 or more receives Platinum certifi cation.
For more details on the LEED point system, go to the 
web site: www.usgbc.org and look for the links to LEED 
Green Building Rating System documents.
Various Versions of LEED
In addition to LEED-NC, other versions of LEED are 
being developed, or have been recently completed, 
to include other sectors of the construction industry. 
When completed and marketed, these new versions 
will cover a much larger percentage of the construction 
and building industry.  These include existing buildings 
(LEED-EB), commercial interiors projects (LEED-CI), 
core and shell projects (LEED-CS), homes (LEED-H), 
and neighborhood development (LEED-ND).  While 
the fi rst of these new systems addresses primarily build-
ing methods, the latter are concerned more with site se-
lection and the principles of New Urbanism.  Currently, 
the USGBC, the Congress for New Urbanism, and the 
Natural Resources Defense Council are working to cre-
ate a consensus-based rating system in consultation with 
professionals around the country.  LEED-ND will focus 
on the Smart Growth Network’s ten principles of Smart 
Growth; the guidelines will promote mixed-used devel-
opments and mixed housing types, in addition to other 
related foci already present in the existing LEED-NC, 
such as proximity to mass transit, proper site selection, 
and support for bicycle and carpool travel.  The goals of 
LEED-ND include the following:
• revitalization of urban land;
• decrease in land consumption;
• decrease in vehicle-miles traveled;
• improved air quality;
• decrease in polluted stormwater run-off;
• design of communities with mixed-incomes; and
• walkable communities (USGBC 2004c).
Who’s Practicing Green Building?
There is little doubt that the construction of (and reno-
vation to create) green buildings is on the rise.  From 
2000 to 2004, over 168 million square feet of commer-
cial building space has either been registered or certifi ed 
with the USGBC’s LEED certifi cation program (Banham 
2004).  In total, LEED boasts 137 total certifi ed projects 
and 1,640 total registered projects in 50 states and 13 
countries for a total of nearly 200 million gross square 
feet.  California leads the way with 260 registered proj-
ects, followed by Pennsylvania with 101, Washington 
with 90, Oregon with 85, and New York with 80.  North 
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Carolina has 38 projects in the pipeline.  The University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill accounts for two of 
those projects—the Carrington Nursing School addi-
tion, which will include a green roof, and the Botanical 
Garden Visitor Education Center, shown in Figure 2, 
which is shooting for the LEED Platinum level of certi-
fi cation (USGBC 2004b).
Figure 2. North Carolina Botanical Gardens Visitor 
Education Center, a proposed LEED-NC Platinum 
Building. Image courtesy of  Chris Wedding.
There are other signs that green building is gaining mo-
mentum.  While it is to be expected that progressive 
cities like Portland, Oregon implement green building 
policies, the fact that conservative departments, cities, 
and states are also adopting LEED guidelines shows 
broad-based approval for this new trend.  The following 
is an abbreviated list of agencies, states, municipalities, 
and private sector businesses that are using LEED as a 
guide or mandate on their building projects:
• U.S. General Services Administration; 
• U.S. Department of Interior;
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency;
• U.S. State Department;
• U.S. Air Force, Army and Navy;
• the states of California, Connecticut, Maryland, Il-
linois, Maine, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, and Washington; and
• the cities of Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland, Atlanta, 
Berkeley, San Francisco, Chicago, Dallas, Arlington, 
and many more (Templeton 2004).
What are its Costs and Benefi ts?
The benefi ts of green building generally include the fol-
lowing: 
1) reduction in negative impacts on ecosystems and 
natural resource bases;
2)  reduction in operating and maintenance costs; 
3)  enhancement of building marketability;
4)  increase in worker productivity; and 
5)  reduction in possible liability for indoor air quality 
problems (USGBC 2001).  
William Browning, Founder of Green Development Ser-
vices at the Rocky Mountain Institute, states that green 
building strategies can increase occupant performance 
by 6 percent to 16 percent (USGBC 2003).  Because 
offi ce workers’ salaries are by far the largest business 
expenditure (compared with rent, utilities, repair, etc.), 
improvements in this domain have far-reaching impacts 
on profi ts (Hawken, Lovins, and Lovins 1998).  Por-
tions of the Sustainable Building Technical Manual il-
lustrate this relationship well (see Figure 3).  A study 
by the California Energy Commission confi rmed these 
benefi ts.  Call-center workers located in rooms with 
views to the outside and daylight processed calls 6 per-
cent to 12 percent faster and performed 10 percent to 25 
percent better on tests of mental function and memory 
compared to their secluded counterparts.  In addition to 
worker productivity, daylighting has been shown to in-
Figure 3. Thirty-year cost of a building. Image courtesy 
of  Chris Wedding.
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crease sales by up to 40 percent compared to tradition-
ally lit retail locations (Heschong Mahone Group, Inc 
2004). 
Water effi ciency is another benefi t of green building 
methods.  Conservation measures can easily reduce 
water usage by 30 percent compared to the standards 
set by the 1992 U.S. Energy Policy Act; even greater 
savings can be achieved when compared to buildings 
that pre-date this act.  According to the USGBC, for a 
100,000 square foot offi ce building, low-fl ow fi xtures 
with automatic controls could save 1,000,000 gallons of 
water per year, assuming 650 occupants using an aver-
age of 20 gallons per day (USGBC 2001).  
Additionally, some architects have suggested that a syn-
ergy exists between green building and historic preser-
vation.  That is, both are concerned with conservation 
(Solomon 2003).  One example includes the reuse of 
the shell and structure of a building, which reduces con-
struction and demolition waste while preventing the ex-
traction, processing, and transportation of new building 
materials.  However, contention exists in certain areas; 
for example, the use of historical decorative versus en-
ergy effi cient options.  These issues are often relevant 
to abandoned, contaminated properties with standing 
buildings, as is often the case with brownfi eld proper-
ties.
Overall, green buildings are fi nancially attractive. Table 
1 shows the total fi nancial benefi ts (per square foot) 
less the initial premium over a 20-year period.  An up-
front investment for green techniques of 2 percent of 
construction costs can generate benefi ts in energy, op-
eration and maintenance, and water savings, as well as 
gains in productivity, equal to a total ten times the initial 
investment over a 20-year period.  This is a conserva-
tive estimate because most buildings last much longer 
than 20 years, although some components, such as me-
chanical systems, may need upgrading or replacement 
(Kats 2003).
The most recent study on the costs of green building 
indicates that green buildings don’t have to cost more 
than conventional structures.  A study conducted by 
the Davis Langdon Adamson cost consulting company 
shows that based on initial budget estimates and fi nal 
construction costs, the majority of the 61 buildings stud-
ied achieved LEED certifi cation without any additional 
funding.  Those that did require additional funds for 
more expensive items like photovoltaic panels typically 
only need up to 3 percent of the initial budget.  The anal-
ysis also indicated that costs per square foot for LEED 
buildings fell into the existing range of costs for build-
ings of similar program type (Davis Langdon 2004).  A 
study by the Brendle Group concluded that the premium 
for LEED-certifi ed buildings was less than 1 percent, 
for Silver and Gold certifi cation less than 2.1 percent, 
and for Platinum the premium approached 6.5 percent 
(The Brendle Group 2004).
This small premium for a green building is not neces-
sarily universal.  The Chicago Center for Green Tech-
nology, for example, which is more of a demonstration 
project, exceeded costs for a comparable building by 30 
to 40 percent (Trumbull 2004).
Table 1. Total fi nancial benefi ts of green building.
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The Davis Langdon Adamson study also discusses 
some of the factors that add to the extra potential costs 
for a green building.  These include: 
1)  the demographic location—rural versus urban;
2)  the bidding climate and culture; 
3) the local and regional design standards, codes, and 
initiatives; 
4) the intent and values of the project—the owner’s 
dedication from the beginning; 
5) the climate—heat and humidity, for example, limit 
passive cooling potentials; 
6) the timing of implementation—integrating systems 
early in programming is cheaper than adding on lat-
er; 
7)  the size of building; and 
8) the point of synergies (i.e., can more than one green 
building goal be achieved with the same building 
material or method?).  
The authors state that the most signifi cant variable is 
the bidding climate and culture.  The bidding pool of 
knowledgeable contractors may be small and, therefore, 
limit competition and drive up prices.  Additional costs 
may result from the documentation of steps taken to 
achieve LEED requirements, the application of indoor 
air quality construction protocols, scheduling delays to 
implement post-construction building fl ush-outs, the 
risk and learning curve of unfamiliar green practices, 
and responsibility of ensuring that a project earns LEED 
certifi cation (Davis Langdon 2004).
 
A fi nal benefi t derives from public image.  According 
to Nigel Howard, USGBC’s vice president and head 
of the LEED program, companies building green can 
distinguish themselves as ethical organizations.  With 
so much scrutiny over a company’s environmental ac-
tivities, this association may increase the demand for a 
fi rm’s products or services.  Thomas Leppert, chairman 
and chief executive offi ce of The Turner Corporation, 
a national general builder that in 2003 completed more 
than $6 billion worth of construction, claims that “green 
is  the new corporate color” (Banham 2004).  With the 
rising popularity of green building, many are realiz-
ing that the real question is not “What does it cost to 
build green?” but rather “What does it cost to not build 
green?”
Criticisms of LEED
The LEED rating system still faces several challenges. 
Some of the common criticisms are highlighted below:
• All credits essentially receive the same weighting. 
That is, a building project can earn a point towards 
certifi cation by redeveloping on a former brownfi eld 
or by using only low-VOC paint throughout the in-
terior of the building.  The reader will quickly under-
stand that these two credits require vastly different 
amounts of time, planning, and money to obtain.  
• Earning a credit does not always transfer into direct 
benefi ts to or reduced impact on the environment. 
For example, a building may achieve Sustainable 
Site credit 4.3 by installing special refueling stations 
for alternative fuel vehicles to meet 3 percent of the 
total parking capacity at a site.  This does not neces-
sarily mean that users of that building will own or 
use alternative fuel vehicles, and, therefore, achiev-
ing this credit does not translate into real reductions 
in air pollution related to the use of gasoline-pow-
ered vehicles.
• LEED is not the end all in defi ning green buildings. 
At the 2004 Annual USGBC conference in Portland, 
Oregon, some speakers presented a slogan that made 
others a bit uncomfortable: “If it’s not LEED, it’s 
not green.”  Clearly the argument here is that while 
LEED has done an excellent job of defi ning green 
building and increasing its share in the market, there 
have been and will be buildings that meet many of 
the goals of green building without receiving actual 
certifi cation.  
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• LEED does not give enough attention to the context 
of a building.  Sustainable Sites credit 2 may be a 
case in point.  The goal of this credit is to reward 
projects that encourage bicycle commuting.  How-
ever, if a site is located on a highway or bypass where 
bicycles are not allowed by law, achieving this point 
has nothing to do with the owner or designer, but 
perhaps with the state department of transportation.
• LEED is full of trade-offs which can counteract the 
efforts and goals of a variety of credits.  Two ex-
amples illustrate this effect.  First, a project may aim 
for incorporating rapidly renewable materials into 
the design and specify bamboo fl ooring with en-
thusiasm.  However, doing so contradicts the credit 
for locally produced materials—since bamboo is 
produced in China—and adds to negative transpor-
tation-related externalities.  Another example deals 
with the credit for giving occupants control over 
their thermal environment.  While this may make 
them more comfortable and enhance their productiv-
ity, certain users will surely use excessive heating or 
cooling and accordingly negate attempts to achieve 
the credit for energy effi ciency.
• LEED documentation adds another level of paper-
work and bureaucracy to the already complex pro-
cess of developing a site and building a new struc-
ture.  The time, and, therefore, the money spent 
on documenting that proper actions were taken to 
achieve the said credits are unappealing to owners 
and developers.
• LEED offers no credit based on the relative size of a 
building.  While the decision for how much space a 
building program requires is totally in the hands of 
the owner/developer, it can be argued that unneces-
sarily large buildings (i.e., relative to actual need) 
consume a great deal more resources in both materi-
als and energy.  Consequently, these projects should 
somehow be characterized as more wasteful and en-
vironmentally unfriendly.
Why Should Planners Care About Green Building?
While the upcoming LEED-ND will address a multitude 
of planning goals, the version of LEED most used today 
(LEED-NC) addresses many objectives often discussed 
in the planning community.  Table 2 on the following 
page illustrates a variety of credits relevant to four sub-
sections of city and regional planning: 1) transportation 
planning, 2) community development, 3) economic de-
velopment, and 4) environmental planning.  The lists 
are by no means comprehensive and the ability of each 
credit to reach the goals of each of these subsections 
listed above is subject to interpretation for each site.  
As the table indicates, there are many reasons why plan-
ners should be aware of and in support of green build-
ing efforts in their communities.  Reaching for LEED 
certifi cation has its limitations, but it serves as one way 
to create public and market awareness for the environ-
mental, fi nancial, and social benefi ts inherent in many 
green building methodologies.  As the USGBC’s motto 
goes: “Build green.  Everybody profi ts.”  Green build-
ing may only account for 5 percent of the building mar-
ket now, but LEED has only been around since 2000. 
Most agree that not only is it is here to stay, but one 
day, we won’t need LEED—green building will be the 
norm.  Then we’ll be shooting for some higher stan-
dard—buildings that are net exporters of energy, build-
ings that change color with the seasons to gain or shed 
heat, building sites with greater biodiversity than their 
natural surroundings.  LEED is a useful guide, but it’s 
only a stepping stone.
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This piece is an adaptation of a speech given by Randall Arendt, FRTPI, on April 21, 2005, at the Conservation 
Based Development Conference in Asheville, North Carolina. The conference was sponsored by the Forestry 
and Environmental Outreach Program of NC State University.
Randall Arendt is a landscape planner, site designer, author, lecturer, and 
an advocate of  “conservation planning.” He received his M.Phil. degree in 
Urban Design and Regional Planning from the University of  Edinburgh, 
Scotland. He is Senior Conservation Advisor at the Natural Lands Trust 
in Media, Pennsylvania, and is the former Director of  Planning and Re-
search at the Center for Rural Massachusetts, University of  Massachusetts 
at Amherst, where he also served as an Adjunct Professor in the Depart-
ment of  Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning.
Ever wonder why the vast majority of subdivisions look so much alike, despite the fact that they are 
built in such varied landscapes (forest, meadow, fi eld) 
and on different terrain (fl at, rolling, steep)? 
The simple answer is that most of them are designed 
generically, in “cookie-cutter” style, with very little re-
gard to the special natural or cultural features that give 
many properties their distinctive character. 
In most towns, subdivision design regulations have 
never evolved beyond the basic stage where code re-
quirements focus on a few mundane but important 
points (soil suitability, wetlands, fl oodplains, street pav-
ing, stormwater management) and a few mundane but 
rather unimportant points (street frontage, lotline set-
backs, lot area).
The sad reality is that most townships do not require 
subdivisions to consist of anything more than houselots, 
streets, and drains. And that approvals are forthcoming 
more or less automatically as long as applicants bring 
in plans showing houselots with the minimum required 
size and frontage, and avoid areas that are inherently 
unfi t for building (wetlands, fl oodplains, etc.). When 
community standards are set so very low, developers 
typically respond with the least imaginative designs, for 
nothing more is asked of them. 
Even in towns which understand that lot size and den-
sity are best treated as completely independent vari-
ables (controlling density directly so that lot sizes may 
be trimmed to produce quality open space), subdivi-
sion regulations typically suffer from four fundamental 
fl aws, which are refl ected in fl awed designs. 
The fi rst fl aw is that most local ordinances fail to require 
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that applicants submit detailed surveys or inventories 
of their site features, beyond those few which would 
render property unbuildable (wetlands, fl oodplains, 
steep slopes), and ditto for maps depicting the subject 
parcel’s surrounding context.
Second, most municipalities do not require Planning 
Board members to walk the land at any time during the 
process, essential to understanding any property, and 
fail to involve abutters in the process until 95 percent 
of the work has been completed, which is both insulting 
and counter-productive.
Third, many codes typically require highly detailed de-
sign drawings at the so-called Preliminary Plan stage, 
involving tens of thousands of dollars expenditure by 
developers, as the very fi rst submission. Understand-
ably, developers are not inclined to discard such plans, 
even when better ways to design the development are 
pointed out to them.
Fourth, layouts are typically prepared by people trained 
in recording site data, sreet, and drainage issues (sur-
veyors and engineers), but who have little or no exper-
tise in the fi eld of landscape architecture or neighbor-
hood design.
The solutions are four-fold: (1) require a detailed Exist-
ing Resources and Site Analysis Map of the property 
and a Context Map of the immediate area, (2) conduct 
a Site Walk with all offi cials, staff, and abutters from 
the outset, (3) require an inexpensive conceptual Sketch 
Plan (or Master Plan) as the fi rst layout document, and 
(4) require that these Sketch (or Master) Plans be pre-
pared by a landscape architect or physical planner. Fol-
lowing this procedure allows all parties to understand 
what is important about the property, and to begin a 
process that is collaborative and consensual, instead of 
adversarial and combative.
Based on the work I have done at the Natural Lands Trust 
over the last fourteen years in the state-wide Growing 
Greener: Conservation by Design program (supported 
primarily by the Pennsylvania Department of Conser-
vation and Natural Resources and Department of Com-
munity and Economic Development and the William 
Penn Foundation), and in Rhode Island over the last fi ve 
years (supported by the RI Department of Environmen-
tal Management), the reforms which I recommend often 
begin with updating local subdivision regulations to in-
clude the above-mentioned items, which are described 
below in greater detail.
A. Context Maps
The Location Map required in most ordinances should 
be expanded in scope and content so that staff and Plan-
ning Board members may acquaint themselves with the 
resources and development patterns near the develop-
ment site at an early stage of the process. This kind of 
understanding is critical to planning for improved buf-
fers and open space connections, and minimizing de-
velopmental impacts in the neighborhood. To minimize 
the cost involved, this expanded item (re-named as a 
Context Map), would show only data that can easily 
be reproduced from published sources such as aerial 
photographs, USGS topography sheets, FEMA fl ood-
plain maps, tax maps, and USFWS wetlands maps. 
These maps and photos should then be reproduced by 
the applicant’s engineer to the same scale (1 inch = 400 
feet), showing reviewing offi cials the location of natural 
features and development patterns on properties within 
one-half mile of the development site (just fi ve inches 
on the map). 
B. Existing Resources/Site Analysis Plan
The Existing Resources/Site Analysis (ER/SA) Plan 
provides a greater amount of essential information than 
is typically required in most regulations, thoroughly 
documenting the location of a large variety of site fea-
tures. It is typically prepared by a landscape architect 
for the developer, and is sometimes based on recom-
mendations from historic preservation specialists and/or 
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conservation biologists. Such information enables the 
site designer, the developer, and municipal offi cials to 
make much better-informed decisions.
The ER/SA Plan, which should be required from the 
outset, tells reviewers virtually everything they need to 
know about the property in terms of its noteworthy nat-
ural and cultural features. Drawn to a scale of one inch 
equals 100 or 200 feet, it refl ects a deep understanding 
of the site so that even the location of noteworthy trees 
or tree groups, laurel or rhododendron stands, unusual 
geological formations, vernal pools, or the depth of the 
public viewshed can be identifi ed. 
Regarding locations of specifi c features (including 
trees), the use of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 
technology makes their documentation relatively easy 
and inexpensive. A growing number of communities 
routinely require that plans show the location of every 
tree greater than a given diameter, and that these trees 
be identifi ed by species on the drawing. With respect 
to the diameter at which a tree becomes noteworthy, I 
recommend girths related to specifi c species, such as 
4 inches for Eastern redbud or fl owering dogwood; 6 
inches for a holly, sassafras, or water beech; 10 inches 
for a wild cherry; 12 inches for a red or white oak; 14 
inches for a tulip poplar; and 16 inches for a sycamore.
In this way, reviewers can identify those parts of woods 
that are more worthy of conservation and “design-
ing around” (which trees to hug and which to let go). 
However, I would not require this information for trees 
growing in areas that would not be disturbed because of 
their location within proposed conservation areas. 
In addition, I recommend identifying farmland soils by 
productivity class, locating vernal pools and their as-
sociated upland habitat areas (essential in the life-cycle 
of salamanders and other woodland amphibians), plus 
views into the property from public roads or highways, 
to enable those important considerations to be properly 
evaluated.   
In the absence of sewers, another key factor is data on 
soil suitability for septic sewage disposal, to locate the 
very best soil available on the entire property. Septic 
systems need the deepest, best-drained soil that can be 
provided, and those areas must be “designed around” 
just as carefully—and from the very beginning—as any 
of the “Primary Conservation Areas,” so they may be 
reserved for sewage treatment and effl uent disposal and 
not be carelessly covered by foundations, driveways, 
or streets. To maximize the amount of open space, I 
typically locate septic drainfi elds (either shared or in-
dividual ones) off-lot, in easements under conservation 
meadows, neighborhood greens, and ball fi elds.
If offi cials agree that these items are necessary and 
should be submitted at some point during the subdivi-
sion application process anyway, it doesn’t increase the 
applicant’s costs for them to be required up front where 
the important information they provide can be of the 
greatest use (helping to avoid wasting money on plans 
that do not take these features fully into account).  I feel 
that this is the most important document in the subdivi-
sion design process, as it provides the factual founda-
tion upon which all design decisions are based.
C. Site Walk
Because it is impossible to completely understand a site 
only by examining a two-dimensional paper document 
inside a meeting room, it is essential that most Planning 
Board members, Conservation Commission members, 
and staff walk the property with the ER/SA Plan, to take 
the full measure of the proposed development site, and 
to help them determine which site features are most 
worthy of “designing around.” I also encourage offi cials 
to invite abutters to this advertised site meeting, where 
information will be collected and input solicited, but 
where no decisions will be made. I have found that abut-
ters greatly appreciate being included from the outset, 
and that they are usually much less inclined to fi ght a 
process which includes them from the very beginning. 
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Without the benefi t of experiencing the property in a 
three-dimensional manner at a very early stage in the 
process, it is extremely diffi cult for staff and offi cials 
to offer informed suggestions as to the preferred loca-
tions of conservation areas and development areas, and 
to evaluate the proposed layouts. In my view, such site 
walks should defi nitely become a standard operating 
procedure, and part of the job description for all Plan-
ning Board members (except those with physical dis-
abilities). Offi cials who choose not to attend Site Walks, 
and who do not have good reasons to miss them, should 
be offered other ways in which they might serve the 
community—because (in my judgment) they cannot 
serve it well without walking potential development 
sites. In many towns this is a new concept, and it is of-
ten a “hard sell” among local offi cials who are already 
very busy with many other matters. However, I main-
tain, it is simply not possible to make an informed de-
cision without experiencing the site in question. Local 
offi cials who take their fi rst site walk with a detailed 
site analysis map in hand, meeting the applicant, his or 
her site designer, and abutters in a casual and informal 
way, tell me they wouldn’t think of missing this critical 
part of the process ever again.
Regarding timing, I suggest walking the site with the 
applicant even before the Sketch Plan is prepared, if 
possible, so that the applicant may receive critical input 
before he/she prepares that conceptual layout. 
    
I usually end the site walk with an informal design ses-
sion, where the signifi cant natural and cultural features 
(from the ER/SA Plan) are identifi ed and “designed 
around,” with house sites being positioned in proximity 
to these special features to add value to all homes.
D. Sketch (Master) Plan Overlay Sheet 
Apart from the Existing Resources/Site Analysis Plan, 
the Sketch Plan is perhaps the second most important 
document in the entire subdivision process. This is the 
step where the overall concept is outlined, showing 
areas of proposed development and areas of proposed 
conservation. I recommend that the Sketch (Master) 
Plan be required to be prepared by a landscape archi-
tect or physical planner working with a civil engineer. 
Under this approach, surveyors and engineers would 
continue to perform all of the usual surveying and en-
gineering tasks—and could end up working even more 
hours (such as in locating signifi cant trees and rock for-
mations). However, the conceptual design and layout 
should defi nitely be handled by the landscape architect 
or physical planner as a supplemental team member 
called in for this special service. 
The Sketch (Master) Plan should be drawn to scale on 
white tracing paper or on a clear overlay sheet to be lain 
on top of the ER/SA Plan so that everyone can clear-
ly see how well (or how poorly) the proposed layout 
avoids conservation lands with resources that have been 
ranked highly on the priority list contained in the sub-
division regulations. Ideally, the proposed development 
“footprint” on the Sketch (Master) Plan should dovetail 
and not intrude upon with the resources documented on 
the ER/SA Plan. This section of the code should also 
provide more criteria for staff or Board members to fol-
low, so that everyone knows the parameters for evaluat-
ing the Sketch (Master) Plan. The review process for 
Sketch (Master) Plans should identify and document 
their shortcomings, which should then be communi-
cated to the applicant, so that these defi ciencies can be 
corrected prior to submitting the detailed, expensive 
Preliminary Plan.
Under most state planning enabling acts, municipalities 
can pass along to the applicant the reasonable review 
costs of consultants including the physical planner or 
landscape architect to walk the site, conduct the site 
analysis, and review the site plan, thereby launching the 
developer in the right direction. Developers with whom 
I have worked are often skeptical of the value of this 
approach until they try it once. 
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It is essential that a conceptual step such as this occur 
before the applicant spends large sums on preparing the 
substantially-engineered drawing that typically consti-
tutes the Preliminary Plan. After agreement is reached 
at this stage, the applicant moves to the Preliminary 
Plan, with the full benefi t of the site analysis, site visit, 
and concept review to prepare him for the next stage 
where serious engineering money is spent.
E. Four-Step Design Approach
I believe that the most effective methodology for pro-
ducing conservation subdivision layouts that are re-
sponsive to the site and which preserve value-adding 
features, begins by determining the open space as the 
fi rst step. If this is done, and if the regulations also re-
quire that a signifi cant proportion of the unconstrained 
land be designated as open space, it is nearly impos-
sible to produce a truly inferior or simply conventional 
plan, particularly if that open space is closely related 
to a Town-wide Map of Potential Conservation Lands 
in the Comprehensive Plan. The logical second step, 
after locating the preservation areas, is to select house 
locations, with homes positioned to take maximum ad-
vantage of that protected land in neighborhood squares, 
commons, greens, playing fi elds, greenways, farmland, 
or forest preserves. 
The third step involves “connecting the dots” by align-
ing the streets and trails to serve the new homes. Draw-
ing in the lot lines, Step Four, is the least signifi cant part 
of the process. 
One of the greatest weaknesses of most current “clus-
ter” regulations is that the open space is not defi ned in 
this manner, and therefore tends to become a collec-
tion of whatever bits of land that have proven diffi cult 
to develop. The other common failing of such provi-
sions is that they often require deep perimeter buffers 
around the proposed development (as if it were a gravel 
pit, junkyard, or leper colony), a practice that inadver-
tently leads to very poor layouts in which a substantial 
percentage of the total open space is consumed by this 
excessive separation (particularly needless when new 
single-family homes are being “buffered” from existing 
single-family homes).
The combined infl uence of the expanded Context Map, 
the Existing Resources/Site Analysis Plan, the Site 
Walk, the Sketch (Master) Plan overlay sheet, and the 
four-step design approach makes a signifi cant differ-
ence in the way that sites are approached by developers, 
their engineers, and local offi cials, and in the quality of 
the resulting layout of conservation areas, houselots, 
and streets.
Readers interested in learning more about this approach 
are referred to Conservation Design for Subdivisions: 
A Practical Guide to Creating Open Space Networks 
(Island Press, 1996) and its sequel Growing Greener: 
Putting Conservation into Local Plans and Ordinances 
(Island Press, 1999). They may also download an 18 -
page booklet describing this process, from the internet, 
at www.natlands.org (see the “Resources” listing at the 
end of this article for details).
Resources
1. Scott Millar, Administrator
 RIDEM Sustainable Watersheds Offi ce
 401-222-3434
 Web site with several excellent downloadable pub-
lications: www.state.ri.us/dem/programs/bpoladm/
suswshed/Pubs.htm
2. Randall Arendt, FRTPI, Conservation Planner
  Ordinance Assessments, Conceptual Site Designs  
  E-mail: rgarendt@cox.net
  Website: www.greenerprospects.com (for bio, publi-
cations info, etc.)
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3. Tony Lachowicz, AICP, Ordinance Consultant
  Ordinance Revisions
  E-mail: tonylz@cox.net
4. Growing Greener Program Summary booklet
  Downloadable at www.natlands.org/categories/ar-
ticle.asp?fl dArticleId=65
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Kelly A. Lowry, M.R.P.
Combining renovation with innovation, the Cleveland Eco-Village has dealt with the two distinct needs of an 
urban community: affordable housing and sustainable development.  Green building emerged as their nexus: as 
a way to provide mass amounts of urban housing in a sustainable, inexpensive, and eco-friendly manner.
Kelly A. Lowry, who holds a Master’s degree in City and Regional Plan-
ning from the University of  North Carolina, Chapel Hill, is currently 
working with the Development Corporation and Bryan Bell to address the 
housing, community, and economic development issues of  North Carolina’s 
migrant farm worker community.  In the fall of  2005, Kelly will begin 
work on a Master’s degree in Architecture at North Carolina State Uni-
versity.
In Cleveland, Ohio during the mid 1990s, a group of inspired individuals began laying the groundwork 
for an inner-city infi ll and redevelopment project which 
would follow the principles of green building.  The proj-
ect, known as the Cleveland Eco-Village, was located in 
West Cleveland’s Detroit Shoreway neighborhood and 
was initiated by a partnership between EcoCity Cleve-
land, a non-profi t think-tank, and Detroit Shoreway, a 
community development corporation. 
The effort to build the Cleveland Eco-Village occurred 
concurrently with a large-scale effort to redevelop many 
of Cleveland’s poorest neighborhoods.  The Cleveland-
area environmental and citizen groups, which were un-
der tremendous pressure to produce as many housing 
units as possible, began to question the sustainability of 
conventional-style development. In particular, they re-
alized the need to provide for energy-effi cient housing 
that would allow residents to save on utility bills. Addi-
tionally, the Regional Environmental Priorities Project 
(REPP), an initiative of the Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity, had ranked suburban sprawl and out-migration 
from the urban core as the most serious environmental 
problem facing Northeast Ohio. This issue placed the 
Detroit Shoreway neighborhood in prime candidacy for 
a neighborhood revitalization effort that could both save 
the neighborhood and address the greater regional is-
sues outlined by REPP (Gillespie 2003).
EcoCity Cleveland began researching the feasibility of 
an Eco-Village in Cleveland as a tool to reduce sprawl 
and attract people back into the city by creating a healthy, 
attractive, urban neighborhood. Dr. Wendy Kellogg, an 
associate professor at Cleveland State University, was 
hired to conduct the study (Gillespie 2003). 
To determine the best site for the Eco-Village, EcoC-
ity Cleveland, along with Wendy Kellogg, met with a 
variety of stakeholders including: staff of non-profi t 
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housing organizations, staff of the city’s departments of 
Planning and Community Development, neighborhood 
development funding organizations, architects, and 
transit specialists. The group sought to determine which 
Cleveland neighborhood would be the best location for 
the development.  Kellogg developed a survey that was 
sent out to all of the neighborhood-based development 
groups in the city, inviting groups to nominate sites for 
the Eco-Village. With a long list of possible sites and 
neighborhood partners, EcoCity Cleveland used the fol-
lowing criteria to narrow down the choices:
• proximity to transit (presence of Regional Transit 
Authority Rapid station or bus lines or potential for 
bike/pedestrian facilities);
• presence of vacant land for development;
• diversity of population (percent minority, income 
levels, education levels);
• neighborhood economic status (moderate income, 
need for employment, small business/commercial ar-
eas);
• existing community resources (presence of active or-
ganizations and churches, health services, recreation-
al programs, funding for programs like the Federal 
Empowerment Zone);
• physical characteristics (condition of housing stock, 
affordability of housing, presence of brownfi elds 
needing environmental remediation);
• environmental activities (for example, participation 
in lead-abatement programs, urban gardening, green 
space planning);
• community development organization (technical ca-
pacity, including quality of past projects and the abil-
ity to be a partner in an Eco-Village project); and
• interest in an Eco-Village among the community de-
velopment organization, other neighborhood institu-
tions, and residents.
EcoCity Cleveland selected the area of the Detroit 
Shoreway neighborhood near W. 65th and Lorain Av-
enue because of its “potential for transit-oriented de-
velopment, a vibrant mix of residential and commercial 
uses, and a combination of new development and rehab 
of existing buildings” (Gillespie 2003). Furthermore, 
Detroit Shoreway Community Development Organiza-
tion had a reputation for being one of the most capa-
ble non-profi t groups in the city. However, before any 
steps could be taken, EcoCity Cleveland sought to gain 
broad-based acceptance throughout the community for 
the Eco-Village. 
The fi rst few months of the project planning process 
were spent with staff of Detroit Shoreway.  The orga-
nization’s staff was already very familiar with its focus 
neighborhood, as they had been working to introduce 
the project to block clubs, Ward 17 Councilman Timo-
thy Melena, local church leaders, and other neighbor-
hood organizations. EcoCity Cleveland and Detroit 
Shoreway received a positive response from the pub-
lic, so they decided to sign a formal partnership agree-
ment and begin looking for funding. EcoCity Cleveland 
obtained a grant from the Katherine and Lee Chilcote 
Foundation for development of an Eco-Village plan, 
and Detroit Shoreway received a grant from the city’s 
Cityworks program. The partners hired City Architec-
ture—a local planning and architecture fi rm specializ-
ing in environmentally-sensitive design—to create the 
development design.  Throughout the development of 
the Eco-Village, the community held various meetings 
that helped the project to achieve positive and inclusive 
change. 
The one major obstacle was that the Eco-Village was 
planned to span within a quarter mile radius of a Rapid 
Transit stop in the neighborhood.  The transit stop, at the 
time of the planning process for the Eco-Village, was 
deteriorating and widely known as a dangerous area 
within the neighborhood. Early in the development of 
the Eco-Village, the city announced the imminent clos-
ing of the neighborhood’s transit stop.  The announce-
ment to close the station resulted in a strong outcry by 
residents and neighborhood organizations.  Offi cials re-
sponded by keeping the station open.
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Today, the Eco-Village features twenty of Cleveland’s 
fi rst green townhomes, a four million dollar rapid tran-
sit station with green features (see Figure 1), a straw 
bale garden shed on the community garden site, two 
independently-built green homes, a designated foot-
path that weaves throughout, Cleveland’s fi rst school 
to incorporate solar panels, and large scale green space 
improvements (see Figure 2). The project has attracted 
assistance from the local U.S. Green Building Council 
(USGBC) affi liate, the Cleveland GBC, and the U.S. 
EPA. Construction has been supported by the City of 
Cleveland and other sources. 
Green Rehab in Eco-Village
The Eco-Village stands “as an opportunity to realize the 
promise of urban life in the most ecological way pos-
sible” (Gillespie 2003). Oregon Housing and Commu-
nity Services’ “Green Building Source Guide” points 
out that in a development that aims to implement green 
Figure 2.  From top: community garden with 
straw-bale garden shed, stair access to transit 
platform, and newly constructed green build-
ing transit station. Photos courtesy of  Kelly Lowry.
Figure 1. Cleveland Eco-Village Rapid Transit Sta-
tion. Photo courtesy of  Kelly Lowry.
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principles, “a team member should be available to add 
a sustainable perspective to relevant discussions and 
decisions” (Barnett 2002). Jim LaRue, local residen-
tial green building consultant with the Green Building 
Coalition has served that role for the Eco-Village since 
they fi rst began developing housing, both new and re-
hab. He has conducted research for the Eco-Village, 
located contractors and suppliers that shared their vi-
sion, and has evaluated products and services of others 
who have come forward claiming to be green (LaRue 
2004).
LaRue served as consultant on one particularly interest-
ing project in the Eco-Village: the Ecovation, or green 
rehab of a drafty, dark, cramped 1916 bungalow. The 
Cleveland Housing Network, a low-to-moderate in-
come housing advocacy organization, purchased the 
house with the goal of renovating it within the context 
laid out by the Eco- Village: “in an environmentally re-
sponsible way.” 
The renovation focused fi rst on making the 1,172 
square-foot house more energy effi cient with the use 
of cellulose insulation, upgraded windows, and low-
VOC foam to fi ll in air leaks. Duct work in the exterior 
walls was moved to the interior walls of the house to cut 
down on heating and cooling loss. The square footage, 
insulation levels, and windows were all calculated care-
fully to determine the appropriate size energy effi cient 
HVAC system, a measure that is often overlooked in 
conventional building. The HVAC unit, which is four 
times more effi cient than the standard 20-year-old ones, 
is a sealed combustion design that brings in fresh air 
from outside, an important feature in a tightly sealed 
house. A tubular skylight, which does not produce heat, 
was placed above the stairwell, and the wall was opened 
up halfway to create a light-well to take advantage of 
day-lighting. 
The work on the interior made use of recycled wood 
from inside the house, as well other new recycled prod-
ucts. An offi ce or spare bedroom was carpeted with car-
pet squares from one of two companies in the country 
that take back their own product and re-use all of it. The 
tile in the bathroom is composed of more than 50 percent 
recycled material, and the new drywall installed is com-
posed of paper that is 98 percent recycled and gypsum 
that is 100 percent recaptured. The kitchen cabinetry is 
composed of wheat straw and sunfl ower seed husks, a 
strong alternative to particleboard that contains formal-
dehyde. The cabinets are covered with a maple veneer 
derived from hardwood certifi ed by the Forestry Stew-
ardship Council. The water-effi cient toilet, which was 
donated, only uses 1.4 gallons per fl ush.  The kitchen 
sink is made from dust left over from the production of 
other granite products. The rear detached garage, which 
was unfi xable, was rebuilt with a south-facing oriented 
roof for future possibility of photovoltaic panels (Taxel 
2004).
The buyer of the Ecovation will have access to as-
sistance through the Cleveland Housing Network’s 
Homeward program in the form of tax abatement and 
a reduced interest rate. The relatively low prices of the 
Evocation house ($135,000) and the Eco-Village town-
houses (roughly $200,000) are intended to lead to eco-
nomic diversifi cation of the area. 
Spreading the Word
Eco-Village coordinators have been walking door-to-
door to share information about the new green additions 
in order to help those in the neighborhood understand 
how they could apply green building principles to their 
own homes. LaRue believes that “once [the residents] 
learn about the energy savings and health benefi ts, they 
will be more interested. We will be focusing on those 
families who are just above the income level that would 
make them eligible for various programs.” There is 
talk of collective purchasing of building materials and 
services to make green building endeavors less costly. 
“Our goal is to help folks prioritize work so they are get-
ting the most for the money they spend” (LaRue 2004). 
Resident Kevin Borowiak believes that due to the resi-
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dent meetings, the signage on the buildings, the press, 
and word of mouth communication, approximately 85 
percent to 100 percent of the residents of the area are 
aware of the Eco-Village (Borowiak 2004).  According 
to Mandy Metcalf, Eco-Village coordinator, there are 
increasingly “more people in the neighborhood who not 
only know about the Eco-Village but who are really ex-
cited about environmental issues—meaning both new 
people who have moved in and existing residents who 
have been inspired” (Metcalf 2004).
The Eco-Village is not without concerns. LaRue ex-
plains that “one of the biggest headaches for existing 
residents is that building new housing and renovating 
old raises property values, which raises taxes. If you are 
paying more taxes, then you have less money to spend on 
maintaining and improving your home” (LaRue 2004). 
However, the Eco-Village, as a sustainable redevelop-
ment tool, does have an environmental edge which can 
be used to create and maintain affordability through the 
greening of housing, perhaps making up for the market 
shift that is bound to occur. The words of Greg Wat-
son, executive director of the Dudley Street Neighbor-
hood Initiative in Roxbury, Massachusetts, ring true for 
a project like the Cleveland Eco-Village: “If you cut 
your home heating bill 30 to 40 percent, that’s money 
in your pocket, and that’s a form of economic develop-
ment. That’s a very powerful concept. That’s one that 
you have some control over…Economic development 
certainly means jobs and job creation, but if you can 
also fi nd ways to cut your costs of living, especially 
around energy and food, in many respects that’s almost 
like getting a raise” (Pitcoff 1999).
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Building Value with Building Science:
High Performance Green Building in the Housing Industry
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Isaac Savage
Green building concerns environmentalists, planners, and builders alike.  The energy effi ciency of a build-
ing—its “performance”—can add real and perceived value to a property.  Tight construction, attention to the 
“building envelope,”and proper ventilation can make a home less expensive to operate and thus more attractive 
to the consumer. The Energy Star program, similar to LEED, sets the standard for designing and implementing 
these high performance, energy effi cient buildings. Planners and developers can assist in this process by setting 
the stage for a future of greener home-building practices.
Isaac Savage is President and CEO of  Home Energy Partners, a Build-
ing Performance Contracting fi rm based in Asheville, NC—serving the 
Southeast. 
In relation to the housing industry, the term “green” may mean many things: solar panels, recyclable 
decking, locally harvested lumber, etc. While all of 
these products could be considered green, it is impor-
tant to remember that green comes in more than one 
shade. A new shade of green has hit the market recent-
ly—building performance. Much like the measurement 
of embodied energy in a specifi c product, building per-
formance looks at the big picture, the total effectiveness 
of the whole building.  
Principles of Building Performance
Whether dealing with an existing home or building 
new, the basic principles of home performance are the 
same. The goal is to create a living environment that 
is healthy, effi cient, durable, and comfortable. Building 
scientists across the nation agree that the most infl uen-
tial element of “comfort” for a building occupant is the 
radiant surface temperature of the surfaces inside the 
building. For example, in a room that has a poorly in-
sulated cathedral ceiling, the temperature of the ceiling 
(the sheetrock) may, in the summer, reach in excess of 
120 degrees, causing it to act as a radiant heater for the 
rest of the room. Regardless of how much air-condition-
ing is pushed into this room, it will never feel comfort-
able—because there is a huge radiant heater overhead, 
constantly heating the space and the homeowner. The 
key is to create a building envelope that “maintains” the 
comfort. The HVAC system controls the temperature 
and relative humidity of the air, while the building en-
velope maintains it.
The Building Envelope
There are two elements to the building envelope, the 
air barrier and the insulation. Both must be properly in-
stalled in order for the envelope to function as intended. 
The air barrier refers to the layer of the wall that creates 
the “pressure boundary” that separates the inside of the 
building from the outside of the building. The air barrier 
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must be continuous. Buildings with serious air barrier 
issues will lead to high utility bills, polluted indoor air, 
moisture introduction into the wall assembly, and un-
comfortable living environments. The other component 
of the building envelope is the insulation and the proper 
installation of the insulation. The insulation must be in-
stalled so that it is in contact with the sheetrock in all 
locations in order to perform as intended. 
A high performance, energy effi cient home is inher-
ently tightly constructed. A tight building envelope is 
what keeps the conditioned air inside the envelope and 
keeps the pollutants out of the living space. The idealis-
tic goal, in regards to effi ciency, is to have a home that 
is 100 percent air tight, preventing random air move-
ment throughout the house (drafts) while also leading 
to lower utility bills. 
Fresh-Air Introduction for Healthy Living Environ-
ments
Fresh air ventilation will soon be mandated by code. So, 
home builders have begun incorporating green building 
and high performance building to protect their clients 
early. Another form of ventilation mandated by code is 
the foundation vent. Foundation vents have historically 
been included in building codes to allow moisture that 
originates from the ground (under the house) to escape 
through holes in the foundation. But, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) and building scientists across 
the nation now agree that vented crawlspaces are not 
a good idea. With a properly sealed crawlspace, vents 
are not needed, and in most cases, they introduce more 
moisture than they remove.
Most builders consider the crawlspace to be “outside” 
of the building envelope. But, the crawlspace should 
be considered part of the living environment. A healthy 
crawlspace should be well sealed in order to protect the 
building’s durability, indoor air quality, and energy ef-
fi ciency (to review scientifi c studies on sealed crawl-
spaces, visit www.crawlspaces.org).
Affecting the “Perceived Value” of Housing
The ability to sell the concepts of effi ciency, healthy 
indoor air quality, and building durability (resistance 
to mold/moisture) has become a necessity in order for 
builders to keep up with competition, to protect or build 
a reputation, and ensure client satisfaction. This differ-
entiation is an important aspect of being successful in 
the industry. As the housing industry is being taken over 
by huge corporate builders, the only way for the not-so-
large builder to stay in business is to differentiate, to add 
value to what they do. 
By incorporating building science into their homebuild-
ing process, builders have been able to dramatically im-
prove their public image, reduce their operating costs 
(reducing call-backs), and increase customer satisfac-
tion by providing homes that cost homeowners less to 
operate, have superior indoor air quality, and are more 
comfortable. 
Energy Star: A High Performance Building Pro-
gram
The program with the most recognition from local 
Home Builders Associations is the EPA’s Energy Star 
program. The Energy Star program is designed to guar-
antee a high performance home to the end user through 
a simple process that, when implemented correctly, 
will allow builders to seamlessly integrate these new 
steps into their existing building process. Houses built 
to these standards are being demanded by buyers and 
embraced by progressive builders and developers who 
wish to provide superior housing to deserving clients 
and differentiate their companies from the competition. 
This homebuilding program requires that every qualifi ed 
home meet strict guidelines for home performance and 
be verifi ed as such by a third party. The third party also 
analyzes the plans before construction begins, trains the 
builder and trades-people, identifi es potential problems 
during the construction of the home, and tests the house 
using a variety of high-tech diagnostic tools. With this 
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third-party knowledge and support, buyers recognize 
the added value of high performance housing, giving 
the builder a powerful edge in building a high perfor-
mance reputation. 
Perhaps the most important reason to include building 
science in the building process is the reduced liability 
for building companies. With mold and moisture claims 
increasing, new practices like conditioned crawlspaces 
and spray-foam insulations, and the increased aware-
ness of such issues and technologies by the general 
public, homeowners are demanding high performance 
homes. High performance building is the future of the 
housing industry. High performance development will 
be the next step. With the ever-increasing demand for 
green, effi cient, healthy, comfortable homes, the op-
portunities for adding value to the development and the 
buildings themselves are endless. Those who take the 
fi rst steps will be the industry leaders.
Planning for High Performance Building
Just as the construction methods of the actual building 
are beginning to make a difference in the way homes are 
marketed and valued, the way in which the land is pre-
pared for the builder has a large effect as well. It would 
be easier to create a high performance building if the 
land was developed in such a way that the majority of 
the homes were sited for the implementation of passive-
solar design. Also, much more green building would be 
accomplished if neighborhood guidelines required ev-
ery home to be a “Zero Energy” home. Planners and 
developers have the ability to set the stage for the future 
of the housing industry, how homeowners interpret the 
value of housing, and how successful the builders will 
be in pushing for something new—something to dif-
ferentiate themselves from their competition.  This is 
something that planners and developer can easily facili-
tate, to the benefi t of the builder and the perceived value 
of the development as a whole.
Resources
For more information on this topic, please contact the 
author at 828-350-1155 or  www.HomeEnergyPartners.
com.
Giles Blunden is an architect in Carrboro, North Carolina.  He is founder, designer, and 
resident of Arcadia, a co-housing neighborhood completed in 1997, two miles north of 
downtown Carrboro.  Currently, Mr. Blunden is developing a second, similar neighbor-
hood, called Pacifi ca, which is expected to be fi nished in mid-2006. Both Arcadia and Paci-
fi ca incorporate principles of Green Building in the development layout and housing con-
struction.
CPJ: How would you describe Arcadia?
Giles: The main defi ner is something called “co-hous-
ing,” a model of development that uses a collaborative 
process, brought here from Denmark.  The American 
version is different from the Danish, but they have sim-
ilar attributes, such as parking on the outside [of the 
neighborhood], pedestrian access, clustering [of dwell-
ings], a common house.  There’s a lot more common 
space than private space.  You have bits and pieces, but 
you must want to get it together as a whole set.  It’s 
a reaction to standard sub-division patterns.  The Eco-
Village movement grew out of that, as well.
CPJ: What are some other co-housing develop-
ments?
Giles: There are about 75 of these neighborhoods 
around the country.  They tend to be clustered and 
near universities, such as Amherst, Madison, Carrboro, 
Berkeley and Oakland, Seattle, and DC.  There’s also a 
web site: www.cohousing.org.
CPJ: What aspects of Arcadia feature the precepts of 
green building?
Giles: From a neighborhood context, green building is 
a broad spectrum: energy, building materials, water use, 
[and] the indoor environment.  This was a collaborative 
process—not driven by a developer building houses 
to sell, but by people choosing how they want to live. 
The people that choose to live here tend to make Green 
Arcadia community homes feature a variety of de-
signs with green building elements. Photo by Rawley 
Vaughan.
Building choices: solar, stormwater management, atten-
tion to materials used in the homes (tin roofs, recycled 
materials).
 
One of the main things is the land use pattern.  This sub-
division is 16.5 acres, zoned at half-acre density, so you 
can put 33 homes on all the lots.  Instead of doing that, 
we clustered these homes on about fi ve acres.  By doing 
that, we preserved the most ecologically sensitive area 
of the site—a river that runs through it—and in the pro-
cess preserved around eight acres of hardwood forest.
 
When people gather together, you can get more support 
for doing things out on the edge.  For example, when 
I put photovoltaics on my house, one of my neighbors 
then put photovoltaics on his.  It’s one of these cultural 
relationships.  Part of it is just sharing information—do-
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ing things in a group of people.  It’s not like going to 
class, but if someone is building a house, you share info 
with the next builder.  Also, you fi gure out how to do 
things.  There’s a learning curve to the technology.  So, 
when building houses, you do things right and you re-
peat it, or you can fi x mistakes.
CPJ: What about LEED certifi cation?
Giles: I’m a LEED-certifi ed professional.  Arcadia, 
though, was done before LEED.  The residential com-
ponent of LEED is almost done.  LEED isn’t one thing; 
there’s a whole lot of things that go together.  For ex-
ample, it doesn’t make sense to have photovoltaic cells 
and no energy-effi cient refrigerator.  [The commitment] 
goes from the site itself, all the way up through the 
building.
CPJ: What will be the differences between Arcadia 
and Pacifi ca?
Giles: The main difference is affordability, the price 
point.  In Arcadia, they’re all custom houses.  With Pa-
cifi ca, they’re more the same, which makes it more af-
fordable.  While Arcadia is a combo of detached houses 
and attached houses, Pacifi ca is a combo of detached 
houses and condominiums.
Also, Pacifi ca is more smart growth/infi ll development, 
so it’s more bike/ped friendly.  [Arcadia is] two miles 
north of the center of Carrboro, but Pacifi ca is just three-
fourths of a mile out.  So there’s a conscious effort to 
encourage bicycle use, with bike infrastructure such as 
a storage area and an air pump.
 
It’s also clustered better, with 46 units on fi ve acres. 
Carrboro has a tool in its zoning ordinance that allows 
clustering.  The ordinance allows you take the same 
number of houses and push them closer together.
 
I think the other thing that is interesting and wasn’t 
meant to be planned, is that the security here is much 
higher than in a standard neighborhood.  People are 
closer here, there’s no anonymity.  People think you 
have to live in a gated community, but with our pedes-
trian center, children are safe inside and people all know 
one another.  When we fi rst built Arcadia, the neighbor-
hoods around it thought it was really weird.  Some of 
them still do!
From left to right: Mr. Blunden in front of his solar-
paneled home; the Arcadia homes built with custom 
designs in close proximity to each other. Photos by 
Rawley Vaughan.
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Carolina Planning, a student-run publication of the 
Department of City and Regional Planning at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill is celebrat-
ing the Journal’s 30 year anniversary in the Fall! 
In the Spring, the department will also be celebrat-
ing its 60th year of existence.  In commemoration of 
these two events, Carolina Planning has a special is-
sue planned which will include features from former 
CPJ editors, DCRP alumni, and departmental staff.  It 
will also detail the upcoming events for the DCRP 60 
year  reunion.
We are seeking articles for the Spring/Summer and 
Fall/Winter issues.  Manuscripts should be typed in 
MS Word and no longer than 15 pages. Please submit 
one copy via email or on a CD. Please include the 
author’s name and contact information, a 2-3 sentence 
biographical sketch, and an abstract with the paper. 
If you have photos or images, please submit them in 
the best resolution possible, preferably 300 dpi. CPJ 
editors reserve the right to edit articles accepted for 















March 15 for Spring/Summer issue submissions
October 15 for Fall/Winter issue submissions
We also accept submissions on a year-round basis
Carolina Planning Journal
Department of City and Regional Planning, CB# 3140
The University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
carolinaplanning@unc.edu
articles • opinion pieces • case studies
book reviews • artwork • project descriptions 
Celebrate 30 Years with the Fall Anniversary Issue!
Green Building Highlight:
Interface, Inc.’s Platinum-Certifi ed Showroom
29
Holley Henderson
Holley Henderson is principal of  H2 Ecodesign, a sustainable design con-
sulting fi rm that is a catalyst for eco-positive design in the built environment 
and global business strategy. For further information about the author, visit 
the web site: www.h2ecodesign.com.
Interface, Inc., an Atlanta-based fabric manufacturer, has reinvented its pollution-intensive, petroleum-
dependent manufacturing operation into a business 
that uses and promotes environmentally sustainable 
practices. The company manifested its greening with 
its fi rst showroom and retail space in its headquarters 
city.  Opened to the public in 2004, the showroom was 
designed and built with the goal of being designated a 
Platinum Project under the U.S. Green Building Coun-
cil’s (USGBC’s) Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design for Commercial Interiors (LEED-CI) 
pilot program.  There were rigorous criteria for achiev-
ing a LEED-CI designation in the pilot project.  The 
showroom was the fi rst project to achieve LEED-CI 
Platinum status.
The showroom, located within an urban renewal district 
in Midtown Atlanta, includes commercial and retail dis-
play space as well as offi ces and meeting rooms. This 
location, with both street-front and interior-building ac-
cess, further maximizes the showroom’s visibility and 
walk-in retail traffi c. Since the showroom is a tenant 
improvement project, the direct impact on the site loca-
tion was not the focus; however, selection of a build-
ing that was designed with good urban planning was 
a key factor.  In selecting the appropriate building, the 
following considerations were taken into account using 
the LEED New Construction (LEED-NC) Rating Sys-
tem Site Category as a guideline: 1) Site Selection (e.g., 
location near a parking deck), 2) Development Density 
and Community Connectivity, and 3) Alternative Trans-
portation (i.e., proximity to public transportation).
This Fall, the showroom will be a focal point during 
USGBC’s annual Greenbuild Conference. For show-
room details, visit www.interfacesustainability.com
More than 30 percent of the furniture is re-used from 
local Atlanta furniture showrooms.  This reduces the 
need for new materials to be manufactured and min-
imizes the use of fossil fuels in transporting goods to 
the project site. Photo by Brian Gassel, TVS.
The space utilizes fl orescent and metal halide light-
ing which signifi cantly reduces the watts per square 
foot energy usage.  Photo by Brian Gassel, TVS.
Historic Rehabilitation: 
An Important Economic Development Tool for North Carolina
30
Robynn E. Moraites, J.D., M.R.P. 
Tax incentives for historic rehabilitation can promote central-city economic development around legacy sites 
that otherwise would go neglected under inexorable and institutionalized suburbanization.  North Carolina has 
had some success with its historic rehabilitation tax credit, but it could learn from other states’ experiences in 
improving this program.
Robynn E. Moraites is a recent graduate of  the joint law and planning 
program at UNC-Chapel Hill.  She is a practicing attorney at the law 
fi rm of  Helms Mulliss & Wicker, PLLC in its Charlotte, NC offi ce. 
Her practice focuses primarily on environmental law, including brownfi eld 
redevelopment and adaptive reuse of  mills.  She has particular interest in 
state-wide historic preservation and urban renewal efforts including down-
town revitalizations.
A combination of social and economic forces, as-sisted in no small measure by government poli-
cies and programs, has produced a steady outmigration 
of population and business activity from urban areas, 
regardless of their size.1 Left behind in the “surge to 
the suburbs” is a vast inventory of housing, commercial 
buildings, and, particularly in North Carolina, aban-
doned mills.  A strong argument can be made that in 
an effi cient capital market, uninfl uenced by government 
subsidy, investment would naturally fl ow into the re-
habilitation, reuse, and adaptation of these buildings.2 
Such is not the case, and demographic trends demon-
strate that, for the most part, fl ight to the suburbs con-
tinues, as does continuing destruction of these proper-
ties.  The pattern is well documented, and some North 
Carolina cities and towns resort to annexation as they 
struggle to maintain a viable tax base.
Tax incentives for the rehabilitation of income-produc-
ing historic properties cannot completely reverse demo-
graphic trends or restore fi scal solvency to abandoned 
cities.3 What they can do is provide, at the margin, a use-
ful means to counterbalance the institutionalized policy 
bias toward complete and total suburbanization.  In ad-
dition, there are economic benefi ts of reclaiming these 
buildings and the infrastructure that supports them.  
Estimates vary, but according to Don Rypkema, an ex-
pert urban renewal economist, the numbers are convinc-
ing.  He reports that since 1976, and by the end of 1998, 
developers and business people in North Carolina used 
federal tax incentives for the rehabilitation of desig-
nated historic structures to rehabilitate 733 historic in-
come-producing properties or projects, representing an 
estimated $325 million in private investment.4 Down-
town revitalization in the context of historic preserva-
tion during the same time period has led to 676 busi-
ness expansions, 3,400 new businesses, 1,500 building 
rehabilitations, and (most importantly for the purposes 
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of discussion here) 7,200 new jobs—representing $450 
million in new investment.5 Tourism is the second larg-
est industry in North Carolina, employing 161,000 
people and providing $2.5 billion in annual payroll; the 
number one reported reason tourists visit North Caro-
lina is the state’s historic resources.6 In addition, his-
toric preservation impacts related industries such as the 
crafts industry primarily in Western North Carolina, as 
well as the fi lm industry.7
North Carolina’s Historic Preservation Offi ce (NCH-
PO) reports slightly different numbers.  NCHPO re-
ports that at least 4,162 housing units have been cre-
ated or rehabilitated using the historic tax credit, and 
that many of the units are for low to moderate-income 
families.8   In 1997, the last year before the implementa-
tion of the new North Carolina tax credits, 23 projects 
were complete with rehabilitation expenditures total-
ing $6,062,428. During the last three years (2000-02), 
the annual number of projects has averaged 115 (a 500 
percent increase), with the annual investment averag-
ing $46.9 million (a 774 percent increase).  Since 1976, 
1,088 completed “certifi ed rehabilitation” projects have 
been reviewed by the NCHPO involving $483.3 million 
dollars in construction costs.  NCHPO staff estimate 
that North Carolina’s rehabilitation expenditures on in-
come- and non-income-producing projects have created 
20,000 new full-time jobs, have added $1.06 billion dol-
lars to the state’s economy, and have added $387.1 mil-
lion dollars to the household incomes of North Carolina 
residents. Over 5,000 rental-housing units have been 
created or rehabilitated—many for low- to moderate-in-
come families.  It is critical to note that NCHPO reports 
that developers involved in these rehabilitation projects 
have indicated that the majority of projects completed 
under the income-producing tax credit program would 
not have been completed without it.9 
Another critical benefi t stemming from historic restora-
tion is the cost savings realized by utilizing abandoned 
or under-used infrastructure.  Federal tax incentives 
such as depreciation encourage new construction.  Po-
tential environmental liability issues with older, existing 
sites encourage development on untouched suburban 
greenfi elds.  Substantial government subsidies for ex-
pensive and increased highway construction make trav-
eling to untouched suburban greenfi elds unproblematic. 
As a consequence of the interaction of these and other 
factors, sprawl has become a monolithic problem across 
the nation.  While developers may initially invest in in-
frastructure, cities and counties are left to maintain new 
infrastructure, while existing infrastructure lays idle in 
central cities and business districts.  Such infrastruc-
ture is called a “stranded investment.”10 Companies like 
Carolina Power & Light have huge investments in pow-
erlines and equipment already in place to serve exist-
ing buildings in downtowns and neighborhoods.  When 
those facilities are used at a rate less than their capacity, 
the investment is considered stranded, that is, not able 
to provide a return commensurate to the capital initially 
invested in the equipment.  
Abandoned buildings from a wide array of industries 
sit idle, unused, and draining local economies of tax 
revenue, as new development on the suburban fringe 
requires signifi cant capital investment for new infra-
structure.  Historic areas have infrastructure already in 
place since they are primarily located in close proxim-
ity to travel arteries and central business districts.11  In 
addition to generating revenue through increased job 
creation and promotion of tourism, historic rehabilita-
tion curbs additional infrastructure costs to undeveloped 
greenfi elds, utilizes existing infrastructure, and increas-
es potential future tax revenue from currently idle and 
unproductive properties.
As the economic studies illustrate, historic preservation, 
particularly when combined with the use of historic 
income-producing tax credits, can be a very effi cient 
mechanism to spur North Carolina’s economic growth. 
North Carolina policy makers were on the front end of 
the curve when they adopted the current historic tax 
credit program in 1997.  Several states, including South 
Carolina and Missouri, initially modeled their programs 
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after North Carolina’s program.  North Carolina’s pro-
gram was considered the best, or one of the best, and it 
has had notable success with its program.   Now is an 
ideal time to implement refi nements or targeted incen-
tives that have been implemented elsewhere in order to 
build on this initial success and carry forward the mo-
mentum.
North Carolina has its own particular profi le for reha-
bilitation investment tax credit projects.  North Caro-
lina’s projects tend to be smaller than those occurring 
in other states.12 The type of project is overwhelmingly 
residential, not commercial.  The average estimated 
construction cost is $430,000.  The smallest projects, 
of which there are several, total $6,000 and the larg-
est project, Holly Inn in Pinehurst, totaled more than 
$12.7 million.13  Only a few developers have rehabili-
tated more than one building.  In North Carolina, the 
tax credit program has been largely a program for small 
and moderate business people and investors.  Larger 
projects, however, have been completed in the last few 
years, and the average size is increasing steadily.  Of the 
total rehabilitation projects existing as of December 31, 
1999, 41 percent of the after-rehabilitation uses were 
residential, 35 percent offi ce and commercial, and 24 
percent mixed-use or other uses.14
Most of the rehabilitation investment tax credit activity 
in North Carolina has occurred where historic resources 
are concentrated:  in older settlements on the coast, in 
Piedmont cities, and in early 20th century growth towns 
of the western region.  Despite this concentration, how-
ever, tax credit projects have been located in 69 coun-
ties, distributing the benefi ts across the state. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine possible ini-
tiatives or modifi cation to the current statutory scheme 
that would facilitate more effective use of the state his-
toric rehabilitation income-producing tax credit and 
encourage increased numbers of historic rehabilitation 
projects, thereby positively impacting North Carolina’s 
economy.  It is assumed that the reader is already famil-
iar with the operation of the federal tax credit program.
Overview of North Carolina’s Historic Tax Credit 
Program
North Carolina’s historic tax credit is available to offset 
against North Carolina income tax to taxpayers that are 
allowed a federal income tax credit under the federal 
Code for the Federal tax credit program.15  Like the fed-
eral program, the credit is allowed for qualifi ed reha-
bilitation expenditures for a certifi ed historic structure 
located in North Carolina.  The amount of the credit 
is 20 percent of the expenditures that qualify for the 
federal credit.  The credits are allocated in fi ve equal 
installments beginning with the taxable year in which 
the property is placed in service.16  Any unused credit 
may be carried forward for the succeeding fi ve years 
and the tax may not exceed the amount of taxpayer’s 
North Carolina income tax liability reduced by all other 
credits allowed.
Effective for taxable years since January 1, 1999, a “pass 
through” entity (a limited partnership or limited liability 
company for purposes of discussion here) that qualifi es 
for the credit may allocate it among any of its owners at 
its discretion as long as an owner’s adjusted basis in the 
pass-through entity (as determined under the Code, at 
the end of the taxable year in which the certifi ed historic 
structure is placed in service) is at least 40 percent of 
the amount of credit allocated to that owner.17  There are 
recapture and forfeiture provisions in place to facilitate 
long-term investment in rehabilitation projects.18
North Carolina modeled its historic tax credit program 
after the federal program.  As a result, developers and 
investors have an easier time with extensive paperwork 
and record-keeping requirements for rehabilitation 
projects that meet both the federal and state certifi ca-
tion criteria since the federal and state programs mirror 
each other.19  The opportunity to recoup additional costs 
through the state program for projects that qualify for 
both the federal and state credit provides a signifi cant 
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incentive for both developers and investors.  
In North Carolina, investors and developers can opt to 
disaggregate the federal credits from the state credits. 
Accordingly, a developer may fi nd two separate inves-
tors for a project: a national investor for the federal 
credit and a local investor for the state credit.  A na-
tional investor that does not have signifi cant tax liabil-
ity in North Carolina would probably only be interested 
in the federal credits, leaving the state credits available 
for a local investor.20 Because local investors can invest 
in state credits alone, the structure of the state historic 
credit program, standing apart from the federal scheme, 
can have a signifi cant impact on the type, amount, and 
size of historic rehabilitation projects. 
As stated previously, the primary purpose of this paper 
is to examine possible initiatives or changes in the cur-
rent statutory scheme that would facilitate greater and 
more effective utilization of the state credit program 
and encourage increased numbers of historic rehabilita-
tion projects.  In order to effectively analyze possible 
changes in the current scheme, it is important to un-
derstand how these deals are structured, since there is 
technically no market exchange in place. 
Primary Investors and the Structure of a Historic 
Rehabilitation Tax Credit Deal21
In order to understand why historic rehabilitation tax 
credit deals are structured as they are, it is important 
to fi rst acknowledge the impact certain tax code provi-
sions have on taxpayers that could serve as potential in-
vestors in these deals.22 For example, the historic reha-
bilitation credit cannot be used to reduce liability for the 
alternative minimum tax; it is also subject to the passive 
activity loss prevention rules of Section 469 of the Code 
and the at-risk rules of Section 49 of the Code.
The alternative minimum tax (“AMT”) is an additional 
tax over and above regular income tax.23 The idea un-
derlying the AMT is to prevent taxpayers from avoiding 
tax liability by using special tax benefi ts, tax shelters, 
or tax credits.  The AMT rules determine the minimum 
amount of tax that a taxpayer within a certain income 
bracket should be required to pay.  Many of the credits 
that are allowed when calculating regular income tax, 
such as historic tax credits, are not allowed when cal-
culating AMT.  The more credits claimed for regular 
income tax, the more likely it is that AMT payment will 
be required.  
At-risk limitations limit an investor’s deductions to the 
amount at-risk—that is, money an investor stands to 
lose should an investment turn sour.24  The initial sum 
considered at risk is the amount of cash and the adjust-
ed basis of property contributed to the activity and/or 
amounts borrowed for which an investor is personally 
liable.  An investor may not claim deductions for losses 
greater than these amounts invested.
The passive activity loss rules force an investor to segre-
gate all income and losses into three categories: active, 
passive and portfolio.25 Generally, these rules disallow 
deducting passive losses against active or portfolio in-
come, even when an investor is at risk to the extent of 
the loss.  Deductions for passive activity or related ex-
penses may be claimed only to the extent that they off-
set income from all passive activities.  
In order to avoid the passive activity loss rule and to 
claim any investment losses against active income, an 
investor must have “material participation” in an en-
deavor.  Material participants must participate on a con-
tinuous and substantial basis.  The material participation 
standard is diffi cult to determine, and the IRS provides 
several tests to help taxpayers determine their current 
participation levels.26  
Therefore, when stepping back to consider the Code 
provisions combined, in order for an investor in a his-
toric rehabilitation tax credit deal to successfully use 
the credits, the investor must fi rst meet a minimum tax 
threshold (after application of any credits), and then 
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may deduct only up to the amount directly at risk, pro-
vided the investor participates in the deal materially, 
not just passively.  It is a rather tall order and restricts 
who can effectively claim the credit.27 Accordingly, in 
North Carolina, a typical investor is a major corporate 
entity, although, in some cases, investors may be syndi-
cated funds.  Current purchasers of historic rehabilita-
tion credit transactions are primarily fi nancial services 
companies, particularly banks.  
Usually, the on-the-ground developer of a historic proj-
ect wants to utilize the historic rehabilitation credit as 
a source of fi nancing for the project.28 In order to do 
this, the developer would want to sell the credit to an 
outside investor while simultaneously retaining all of 
the economic benefi ts from the project.  To accomplish 
this within the restrictions of the tax code and historic 
tax credit programs, the entity that has evolved for own-
ership of buildings eligible for the credit is either the 
limited partnership (LP) or the limited liability com-
pany (LLC) (hereinafter “partnership”).  The changes 
recommended here are based in part on the structure of 
these deals and the allocation of profi ts and tax credits 
in these entities.
Comparative Analysis: Strategies Used in Other 
States that Promote Redevelopment
North Carolina has typically been on the forefront of 
innovative policy initiatives encouraging develop-
ment.  North Carolina policy-makers led the pack in 
1997 when they enacted the current historic tax cred-
it program.  One of the ways to assess the effective-
ness of North Carolina’s current tax credit program is 
to examine programs offered in other states.  Such a 
comparative analysis offers differing perspectives as 
well as benchmarks to measure adequacy and areas for 
improvement.  The analysis here will assume rational 
market actors who wish primarily to maximize profi t. 
The further assumptions are: 1) the less the risk, 2) the 
easier it is to turn a property, and 3) the easier it is to en-
ter and exit a deal, then the greater the program’s over-
all effectiveness and effi ciency in reaching the goal of 
promoting redevelopment.
A comprehensive survey using several sources revealed 
that 22 states have programs designed to encourage 
historic preservation and redevelopment of older aban-
doned properties that do not involve state income tax 
credits, but instead involve property tax abatements.29 
Of the remaining 28 states, 10 do not have any type of 
fi nancial or tax incentive for historic rehabilitation at 
all.30  Of the remaining 18 states, 7 use some combina-
tion of property tax abatement and tax credit, and the 
remaining 11 states use some form of tax credit stand-
ing alone.  The following analysis will focus on differ-
ing aspects of those 18 states that utilize some form of 
tax credit.31 The purpose is not to exhaustively compare 
those 18 states’ programs, but to select statutory pro-
visions from among them that promote redevelopment, 
and to utilize economic data from those states where 
available.  Greater focus is placed on southeastern states 
since North Carolina competes with southeastern states 
to attract business as well as tourism revenue.32
States use varying strategies to promote redevelopment 
of historic properties and several factors infl uence how 
policy makers develop a program.  As expected, the 
greater the positive economic impact that can be shown, 
as well as the greater number of historic resources within 
a state, the more willing policy-makers will be not only 
to support a tax credit program, but also to strengthen it 
once it is clear that the program is successful and effec-
tuating policy goals.  Indeed, North Carolina’s historic 
tax credit program has positively impacted the state’s 
economy.  The critical inquiry for policy makers now is 
how best to build upon the successful foundation of the 
program to strengthen it and generate even more rev-
enue for the state.  The following fi ve provisions are ele-
ments of statutory schemes from other states that North 
Carolina’s policy makers should consider implementing 
for the reasons given.
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1)  Allow developers to realize the entire historic tax 
credit in the year the structure is placed in service
In North Carolina, the current tax credit program re-
stricts a developer to apply for historic tax credits in 
equal installments over a fi ve-year period once the 
building is placed in service.33 Investors must then 
also wait for the credit to pass through.  As a result of 
the fi ve-year restriction, developers in North Carolina 
wishing to fi nance a project can only obtain $0.50 on 
the dollar for each tax dollar of credit.34
North Carolina’s fi ve-year restriction is very unusual. 
Other states do not provide for a credit realization time 
restriction but rather allow the entire credit to be claimed 
either the year the building is placed in service or as the 
rehabilitation is carried out.35  In Virginia, for example, 
the entire tax credit may all be applied in the year the 
building is placed in service.36  As a result, developers 
in Virginia receive $0.65 on the dollar for each tax dol-
lar of credit because investors can use the credits im-
mediately.37 The time-value of money comes into play 
and Virginia’s higher price refl ects the value investors 
receive from the ability to use the credit immediately.38 
The fact that Virginia does not place a time restriction 
on when the credits may be claimed puts North Caro-
lina at a competitive disadvantage.  
National investors with substantial tax liability in both 
North Carolina and Virginia, if forced to select only one 
market for investment, would likely choose to invest 
in Virginia projects in order to receive the greater im-
mediate tax benefi t.  In addition, developers in Virginia 
would likely be willing to undertake larger scale proj-
ects or take on riskier properties because they can se-
cure greater up-front fi nancing.  The evidence indicates 
that North Carolina’s historic rehabilitation projects 
are smaller than those in other states, and the timing of 
credit realization is part of the reason why.  Eliminating 
the restriction would bring North Carolina into align-
ment with a majority of other states.
2)  Allow investors to use the historic rehabilitation 
credit to offset against other signifi cant taxes in lieu 
of state income tax
Some companies and certain types of business entities 
do not pay state income tax, per se.  Instead, they pay 
some other form of tax.  For example, premium tax is 
the tax that insurance companies pay for the premiums 
they receive.  Insurance companies are not subject to 
franchise or income taxes once the premium tax is levied 
against them.39  But North Carolina’s historic tax credit 
is restricted to state income tax.40 Insurance companies 
have enormous state tax liability in North Carolina, but 
the liability is premium tax, not income tax, so they are 
precluded from investing in historic tax credits.  
While an investor can always offset federal tax liability, 
the appeal of investing in a rehabilitation project with-
in North Carolina is greater for companies that have 
North Carolina tax liability.  Currently in North Caro-
lina, banks are the primary investors in historic reha-
bilitation credits because they have enough of the “right 
kind” of North Carolina tax liability to make investing 
worthwhile.  Bank of America and the Community Af-
fordable Housing Equity Corporation (CAHEC) are the 
primary investors in historic rehabilitation credit proj-
ects in North Carolina.  Bank of America has enormous 
tax liability and passive income from its Charlotte head-
quarters.  CAHEC is a non-profi t corporation that spe-
cializes in organizing and managing low-income hous-
ing tax credit equity funds, and it has a historic credit 
program.41 BB&T and Wachovia have limited state tax 
liability and rarely invest in these deals.  Thus, the uni-
verse of potential investors is small.
Unlike the situation with the fi ve-year credit timing al-
location, North Carolina is not in the minority as to the 
income tax restriction for offset purposes; many states 
allow offsets only for personal or corporate state income 
tax.42 Several states with highly successful programs, 
however, allow historic credits to offset several other 
forms of tax in addition to state income tax.  By allow-
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ing offsets to various forms of income from various 
types of industries, states open up entirely new markets 
of potential investors in rehabilitation projects.  Devel-
opers in North Carolina experience diffi culty in fi nding 
investors for projects because the current market is so 
restricted.  By allowing credit offsets against one or two 
additional forms of tax liability, North Carolina policy-
makers would open North Carolina’s market consider-
ably and put North Carolina in a competitive position 
for attracting private investment.  
Virginia, North Carolina’s economic competitor to the 
north, provides an exemplary model that promotes not 
only historic rehabilitation, but also business in general. 
Investors in Virginia’s tax credits are not restricted to 
state income tax liability.43  Investors may apply the 
credit against not only individual income tax,44 but 
also against estate and trust tax,45 corporate tax,46 bank 
franchise tax,47 insurance company tax (like a premium 
tax),48 and any licensing taxes for telegraph, telephone, 
water, heat, light, power or pipeline companies.49 Such 
a scheme allows companies with enormous state tax li-
ability in various forms, like insurance companies and 
utility companies, to partner in historic rehabilitation 
deals.
Several states in addition to Virginia provide investors 
the option to offset against other taxes.  For example, 
Rhode Island allows offsets against personal income 
tax,50 business corporate tax,51 franchise tax,52 public 
service corporation tax,53 bank tax,54 and insurance 
company tax.55  Missouri offers offsets against income 
tax for individuals, corporations, partnerships, estates 
and trusts,56 as well as taxes of fi nancial institutions in-
cluding banks, credit unions, savings and loans, insur-
ance companies, and farmers’ cooperative credit asso-
ciations. 57
It becomes apparent at once that the pool of potential 
investors in historic rehabilitation projects in states 
like Virginia, Rhode Island, and Missouri far exceeds 
those in North Carolina.  In order to increase the pool 
of potential investors, North Carolina policy makers can 
simply include additional forms of tax liability in the 
current statute.
Some may become concerned that these credits deplete 
the state’s treasury in a time when the state budget is 
already in bad shape, and allowing additional investors 
will deplete the treasury even further.58  However, dou-
ble dipping is not allowed under any state scheme; only 
one person, household, or entity may claim a historic 
tax credit.  By allowing additional investors to enter the 
market, policy-makers will lay the foundation for more 
historic rehabilitation projects, which has been shown 
to increase revenue and jobs. 
In the short-term, some may predict that state revenues 
will drop if North Carolina allows additional industries 
to capitalize on the credits.  While a credit is a credit, 
regardless of who claims it, opening the market will 
pave the way for increased use of credits in amounts not 
currently contemplated.  Evidence consistently shows, 
however, that the tax revenue generated from the reuse 
of once unproductive property far outweighs any short-
term revenue losses.59   
Policy-makers in Missouri had such a concern, and the 
St. Louis Regional Chamber and Growth Association 
commissioned a study of the short-term and long-term 
economic impact of historic preservation.  The study 
showed that the historic tax credit program generated 
$1.78 for every $1.00 of tax credit issued.60  More-
over, the study found that developers must raise $4.00 
in private equity fi nancing for each $1.00 of tax credit 
issued.61  Researchers also noted that short-term losses 
are virtually irrelevant because the equity and fi nanc-
ing must be raised and the rehabilitation of the property 
complete before a single credit is issued.62  Essentially, 
the building begins generating tax revenue once it is 
placed in service, and only when it is placed in service 
may a developer apply for the credits, thereby minimiz-
ing state revenue losses from issuing the credits.   
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While there is no published cost-benefi t data on the 
North Carolina historic tax credit program, the feder-
al program may prove a useful parallel for illustrative 
purposes.  In fi scal year 1995, there were 529 historic 
rehabilitation projects representing investment of $467 
million.63  The cost to the federal treasury was $93.4 
million.64  Yet the increased revenue totaled $124.25 
million—signifi cantly more than the revenue cost.65 
North Carolina’s credit program is modeled closely 
after the federal credit program, so it is reasonable to 
assume a similar ratio or percentage of return.  By al-
lowing offsets to additional forms of tax liability, policy 
makers will strategically position North Carolina’s pro-
gram among the elite, encouraging business investment 
that the state might not otherwise realize.  
Also important to this discussion is the idea of cost and 
benefi t allocation.  Many argue that these types of pro-
grams have costs that exceed benefi ts.  Those that op-
pose these programs argue that economic analyses are 
fl awed because they weigh assumptions too heavily to 
accurately predict revenue or economic impacts.  As-
suming arguendo that such is the case, there is still a 
strong argument for promoting these programs because 
of the benefi t allocation.  
In the example of the federal tax credit program, the 
federal government foregoes certain tax revenue in or-
der to promote redevelopment.  That redevelopment in 
turn directly benefi ts both state and local governments 
through increased local property tax revenue.  Whether 
the federal government acts for the precise purpose of 
enriching state and local government is questionable 
but nevertheless irrelevant.  The fact remains that state 
and local governments receive revenue from properties 
put back into service and on the tax roles as a result 
of the federal credit.  Such is also the case with a state 
credit.  A state will temporarily forego revenue in the 
short term while local governments benefi t almost im-
mediately from economic stimulation in a once eco-
nomically stagnant area.
Policy-makers should consider allowing offsets against 
other forms of income to diversify the historic tax credit 
investor base in order to stimulate and increase state and 
local tax revenue.
3) Eliminate or shorten the credit recapture period
Recapture provisions generally anticipate and are trig-
gered by very different scenarios.  For example, failure 
or closure of a property within fi ve years of receiving a 
credit will trigger the recapture provisions.  Modifi ca-
tions to a property that do not comply with the historic 
rehabilitation standards set by the Department of the In-
terior (“Interior”) will also trigger recapture provisions 
if the non-complying modifi cations occur within fi ve 
years of receiving a credit.  Finally, sale of a property 
or sale of a certain percentage of interest in a property 
triggers recapture as well.  
Recapture provisions can provide an effi cient mecha-
nism for risk allocation.  On one hand, recapture provi-
sions can promote more careful selection of projects in 
terms of market strength, since loss of tenants can lead 
to project failure, resulting in a loss of credits.  Under 
such a scenario, the developer carries the risk of proj-
ect failure and society is not left with a string of failed, 
abandoned projects and only a lack of revenue to show 
for it.  On the other hand, developers currently cannot 
sell redeveloped projects because sale or transfer of a 
rehabilitated property during the fi ve-year period after it 
is placed in service and the credits are claimed qualifi es 
for recapture.  In addition, developers currently carry an 
additional risk in the way the deals are structured.
Because investors in historic rehabilitation projects ac-
quire interests in partnerships to obtain the historic re-
habilitation credits, investors, as opposed to developers, 
are not concerned with receiving signifi cant cash fl ow 
from a project.66  An investor’s principal concern is that 
projects remain viable for a period of at least fi ve years 
in order to avoid recapture.  Accordingly, a typical in-
vestor requires both a credit guaranty and a guaranty of 
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operating expenses for the project.  
Eliminating, shortening, or modifying the recapture 
period would greatly reduce risk for investors, thereby 
making it easier for developers to obtain capital invest-
ment.  It would also reduce a developer’s personal risk 
in guaranty agreements.  With reference to the assump-
tions outlined previously, the easier it is to enter and 
exit a deal, the easier it is to obtain credit, and the easier 
it is to turn a property, the more successful the reinvest-
ment will be. 
There is a split among the states regarding recapture 
with a majority including it.  For example, New Mexico, 
Virginia, Missouri, Kansas, and Rhode Island, to name 
a few, do not include a recapture provision as part of 
their programs.67 Colorado, Indiana, Michigan, Maine, 
and Vermont, however, all incorporate some form of 
the federal fi ve-year recapture provision.  Those states 
that include a recapture provision do not distinguish be-
tween scenarios triggering recapture, such as sale ver-
sus failure, when determining whether a developer is 
subject to recapture of credits.
As a general rule, property law and economics do not 
favor excessive restraints on sale and transfer of prop-
erty.  Neither do developers.  Allowing developers to 
turn property easily and quickly frees up capital and 
enables them to delve into subsequent projects.  Elimi-
nating recapture gives developers greater fl exibility in 
determining when to divest from a partnership after a 
completed rehabilitation.  There is no evidence of abuse 
in those states that do not have a recapture provision. 
There is also no evidence that avoiding a recapture pro-
vision somehow encourages rehabilitated buildings to 
later be modifi ed in unacceptable ways or shortens a 
rehabilitated building’s useful life.  It seems that once 
buildings are put back into productive use, they con-
tinue to be productive.68
Recapture provisions also affect the value of the tax 
credit.  The difference in price between the federal 
credit and the state credit occurs because state taxes are 
deductible for federal tax purposes.  Assuming the in-
vestor is in the 35 percent bracket, the tax credit at par 
is worth $0.65.  The NC credit is worth $0.50 for two 
reasons.  The fi rst reason involves the fi ve-year credit 
claim restriction, as discussed previously.  The other 
key reason is that a recapture provision serves as a fi ve-
year holding period.  Investors often hold the credits 
until the credits vest and are free from the possibility of 
recapture.  Once again, the time value of money dictates 
that the longer an investor is required to wait to claim 
a credit, the less the credit is worth to that investor in 
terms of current dollar value.  
North Carolina would encourage greater private invest-
ment and accelerate the productive reuse of numbers of 
blighted buildings by shortening, modifying, or elimi-
nating the fi ve-year recapture provision.  For example, 
policy-makers could limit the scenarios that trigger 
recapture to situations where a project fails or where 
a developer made modifi cations that did not meet the 
standards set by Interior and, at the same time, eliminate 
recapture for transfer or sale of property.  Under such 
a framework, developers still shoulder the majority of 
risk, but they have greater fl exibility to sell a project 
than they do presently. In another modifi cation exam-
ple, policy-makers could reduce the recapture provision 
to three years, thereby maintaining the current risk allo-
cation scheme, with developers shouldering the major-
ity of risk, but reducing the risk slightly.  Reducing the 
recapture period would also increase the current value 
of the tax credit.
The point is not to eliminate risk for developers or to 
shift the inherent risk completely to society, but rath-
er to even the scales a bit to encourage development 
where it is not otherwise occurring.  Policy-makers can 
be creative in crafting a recapture provision in order to 
maintain an acceptable risk allocation between society 
and developers.  Shortening, modifying or eliminating 
the recapture provision is yet another tool available to 
strengthen the current historic tax credit program.
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4)  Create a market for historic rehabilitation credits 
and make them fully transferable
Rhode Island, Missouri, and Delaware lead the way as 
far as free market transferability of credits.69   They each 
permit taxpayers eligible for historic tax credits to as-
sign, transfer, or convey the credits, in whole or in part, 
by sale or otherwise to any individual or entity.  The 
assignee then steps into the shoes of the original tax-
payer and acquires the same offset rights; assignees are 
not limited in any way by the mere fact that they are 
assignees.
  
There are several benefi ts to adopting such a scheme.  To 
begin, the greatest benefi t would be that the structure of 
historic rehabilitation deals would change.  Developers 
could develop a project without needing to partner with 
another institution to claim the state credit.  Because 
the credits would be transferable in whole or in part, 
developers could sell the credits in smaller blocks to 
smaller investors who do not have enormous tax liabil-
ity.  In the alternative, a large investor, such as Bank of 
America, could sell smaller blocks of credits to smaller 
taxpayers.  Investors would not be precluded from in-
vesting in these types of projects because of tax liabil-
ity limits.  In addition, because developers would have 
greater fl exibility as to how to allocate credits, they may 
consider larger rehabilitation projects that at one time 
would have been out of reach due to the large burden of 
risk on a single investor.
Adopting such a transferability scheme in addition to 
some of the other recommendations would make North 
Carolina’s historic rehabilitation tax credit program one 
of the most competitive in the nation.  For example, 
combing transferability with immediate realization and 
no recapture provisions would allow developers to un-
dertake larger, previously riskier projects and would at-
tract a variety of small to medium size investors that had 
previously been excluded from the investment process. 
Businesses would be drawn to invest in these programs, 
creating a positive cash fl ow for the state stemming 
from new tax revenue from rehabilitated buildings.   
5) Provide targeted incentives for abandoned mills
North Carolina has a vast number of abandoned mills—
mills that were once the heart of the now defunct North 
American textile industry.  Almost every small town in 
North Carolina, and elsewhere in the South, had at least 
one cotton mill.70  Most are now abandoned and dilapi-
dated.  Two hundred and thirty six mills closed in North 
Carolina between 1997 and 2002.  While some are be-
ing put to alternative uses such as museums and concert 
halls, many are being destroyed, or their building ma-
terials sold off at premium prices.71  These mills repre-
sent the heritage of North Carolina, and many serve as a 
town’s central architectural feature.  
As discussed previously, but for the many governmental 
policies encouraging development elsewhere, private 
development would focus on reuse of these buildings 
and their supporting infrastructure.  Policy-makers can 
use the historic tax credit as an effective means to target 
abandoned mills and promote their redevelopment and 
reuse.  The current historic tax credit program does not 
target any one particular historic resource.  If policy- 
makers want to target mill redevelopment, the low-in-
come housing tax credit could serve as a good model for 
how to modify the historic tax credit to target mills.  
Section 42 of the Code outlines the low income hous-
ing tax credit.72  Congress allocated special provisions 
for determining eligible basis in an attempt to provide 
incentives to target certain areas.  Developers using the 
low-income housing tax credit are eligible for a 130 per-
cent increase in eligible basis of a qualifying property 
provided that the building is located in either a qualifi ed 
census tract (an area with a high concentration of low- 
income residents) or in a diffi cult to develop area (an 
area where development costs are exceptionally high).73 
By providing a 30 percent booster to basis in diffi cult 
to develop areas, Congress encourages development of 
low-income housing where it would otherwise never 
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occur.
Many policy-makers are already familiar with the low-
income housing tax credit structure.  Application by 
analogy to the historic tax credit program would not be 
diffi cult.  For example, North Carolina could provide a 
30 percent (or some other percentage) boost in eligible 
basis for the redevelopment of historic textile mills. 
Such an incentive would direct commercial develop-
ment to these particular resources.  The potential eco-
nomic benefi ts of such a program would be widespread 
and would impact most small towns across the state, 
since mills are not concentrated in one area of the state. 
However, if applied as suggested, this approach would 
be complicated to implement because the basis deter-
mination would differ for federal and state tax credit 
programs.
Another simpler approach might be to increase the state 
income-producing credit from its current 20 percent of 
qualifi ed expenditures for historic properties in general 
to 40 percent for adaptive redevelopment of mills.  Such 
a change to the current scheme would create a greater 
incentive for private developers to specifi cally target 
abandoned mills.  Moreover, for ease of use, the opera-
tional approach to claiming the credits would remain 
the same as is currently utilized. 
One of the major economic challenges facing North 
Carolina is the growing economic disparity between 
rural and urban areas.74  While North Carolina’s major 
cities continue to experience an economic boom that 
bring high-paying jobs and a range of social and cultur-
al amenities, most rural areas are in a state of economic 
stagnation or decline.75  Rural economic development 
in North Carolina is a critical goal, and since most small 
towns have at least one mill, targeting mills for reuse 
likely would provide an economic boost to rural areas. 
A mill incentive would provide an equitable distribution 
of tax incentives and would not result in a concentration 
of rehabilitation only in larger cities.76
Conclusion
Sprawl is on the rise.  New construction continues at a 
staggering pace.  Government policies encourage new 
construction on the suburban fringe and central cities are 
left depleted of tax revenue, supporting vast idle and un-
der-used infrastructure.  Historic resources are ignored, 
abandoned, and usually destroyed.  While the numbers 
vary, economists have shown that historic preservation 
creates jobs, attracts tourists, increases governmental 
revenue, and brings in private investment at a 4:1 ratio. 
Policy-makers across the nation have awakened to the 
possibilities historic preservation may offer for curbing 
sprawl, maximizing stranded infrastructure investments, 
and promoting and maintaining livable, attractive cities 
and towns for both residents and tourists.  
While North Carolina currently offers a historic reha-
bilitation tax credit that has received use, the tax credit 
can be stronger and can be structured to attract greater 
investment.  Virginia is one of North Carolina’s primary 
economic competitors and has a program that attracts 
greater private investment.  Rhode Island and Missouri 
also have model programs that promote business and 
encourage private investment by making it easier for 
developers to solicit investors to rehabilitate historic 
properties.  Some of those strategies could be employed 
in North Carolina to make its program more competi-
tive today and encourage greater reinvestment.
The suggestions put forth are not intended to be used 
carte blanche.  Doing so would shift the allocation of 
risk completely and unacceptably from developers to 
society.  In fact, it would be unwise to adopt all sug-
gestions together.  Adopting all suggestions would not 
ensure the outcome espoused at the outset of this dis-
cussion, which is to promote greater historic rehabili-
tation as an effective and effi cient economic develop-
ment tool.  While adopting all measures would promote 
greater historic rehabilitation, it also could encourage 
potential abuse, which would, in turn, likely drain the 
economy, creating an ineffi cient outcome.  State and lo-
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cal governments would forego revenue and likely have 
little to show in terms of percentage of overall success. 
Such a scenario does not serve the public interest.
Instead, the provisions outlined are meant to serve as 
benchmarks for ideas that could be incorporated selec-
tively or partially.  The adoption of just two or three sug-
gestions would signifi cantly alter the historic tax credit 
program as it currently stands and promote greater re-
development without simultaneously shifting risk.  Al-
lowing the credit to offset against a wider array of taxes 
than just income tax is a highly recommended change, 
regardless of the other measures adopted.  For example, 
increasing the amount of credit allowed for mill rede-
velopment and a transferability provision would likely 
revolutionize the projects undertaken throughout the 
state without shifting unreasonable risk to state and lo-
cal governments.  
Incorporation of some variety of these changes would 
benefi t historic rehabilitation developers as well.  De-
velopers currently familiar with the system and in-
volved in historic rehabilitation projects will likely ex-
pand their rehabilitation activities.  As discussed earlier, 
North Carolina’s projects tend to be smaller than those 
in other states.  Developers may be willing to approach 
larger projects that they would have avoided otherwise. 
In addition, the greatest amount of rehabilitation has 
been residential.  Modifying the program will shift the 
focus and encourage greater commercial redevelop-
ment, which is at the heart of economic development. 
In the process, developers will receive tax benefi ts, but 
more importantly, they will be able to solicit a diverse 
pool of investors that bring needed private investment 
to the table.  Developers who at one time were not inter-
ested in the historic rehabilitation market may become 
so, once risk is hedged and return marginally increased. 
Historic rehabilitation tax credit deals are sophisticated 
and highly risky; any changes that can be adopted to 
make deals easier and somewhat safer will further open 
the market.
It is time for North Carolina’s policy makers to consider 
strengthening the historic tax credit program.  Policy 
makers should study the effectiveness of historic reha-
bilitation tax credit programs in other states that have 
model programs, such as Virginia, Missouri, and Rhode 
Island.  A close look at other states will reveal the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of incorporating the various 
modifi cations suggested here.  These suggested modifi -
cations could be used individually or in tandem.  The 
more they are strategically and thoughtfully combined 
together, however, the stronger and more competitive 
North Carolina’s historic tax credit program will be. 
The stronger the program, the greater the private invest-
ment will be.  The greater the private investment, the 
greater the economic benefi t to the state and local gov-
ernments and their residents.  
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